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Abstract
The main goal of this paper is to show how the price of educational services may be estimated
and calculated. The authors analyze the experience from Russian universities in their
educational services and provide alternative methods for cost estimation.
Our findings are important for the improvement of decisions in educational services export
strategies which use various combinations of marketing instruments and financial
justification of international academic projects. In addition, the results of this paper may be
helpful in enabling universities and higher education providers to design eventual prices that
could be charged for the educational services.
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cooperation
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Introduction
Innovative programs of Russian national research universities are based on the system
integration of the higher education both within the country and abroad, in particular, in case of
educational services export organization (Postnikov et al., 2015; Hazelkorn, 2015).
Continuous expansion of the international contacts (in quantity and quality), increase in the
number of foreign students, increase in a share of master-students as well as Ph.D. students
are important in export activities (Strielkowski and Lisin, 2013; or Rist, 2016). And also, no
less significant matter is increase in profitability of a university. University`s purposeful
activity on mentioned direction enjoys support of governmental authorities.
In conditions of high competition within the market of educational services pricing is one of
the most important competitive factors of the university's educational programs (Inklaar et al.,
2014; Wright, 2015). On the one hand, the price should satisfy the needs of the university. On
the other hand, it assists to solve the problem of educational services export expanding and
quality of higher education improvement in order to increase the attractiveness of the Russian
higher professional education system for foreign students.
Educational services are the object of commodity-money relations within the global
educational market. Features of educational services for foreign students are listed below
(Knight, 2015; Asaad et al., 2015):
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social protection (nowadays education promotes population protection against
unemployment);
social mobility (social value of education has increased. Education is important
channel of movement in society which increases vertical social mobility)
adaptation (it means approach of foreign citizens to the international markets of
high skilled work)

Educational services represent an exclusively mixed benefit. Therefore, they combine lines of
the pure public benefit and the pure private benefit. Educational service is a useful type of
work, directly satisfying the person's need for education. In addition, educational service may
be material allowing satisfying educational requirement with person independently
(textbooks, training programs, grant, etc.)
Pricing methods
Pricing is a process of establishing prices depending on product cost, prices of competitors, a
ratio of supply and demand and other factors. Basic principles of pricing are the following:




Price of the service must be higher than its cost price;
Price is determined by market opportunities;
Implementation of services at this price should yield the maximum profit for a certain
period of time

Main objective of pricing within market conditions is ensuring timely and sufficient price
reaction to receive the maximum sales volume with the minimum loss of a commodity unit
profitability.
Economic value of prices can be expressed by the performance of the registration, stimulating
and distributive functions of those prices.
Function of the account and measurement of social activities expenses appears from a price
entity as monetary value of goods cost. However, market price may deviate costs of
production as recognition of the expenses public importance happens by collision of
economic interests of sellers and buyers. Sellers seek for maximizing price, and buyers seek
for minimizing price (Pavlova et al., 2014; Wright, 2015).
Price assessment occurs not in the sphere of production, but in the sphere of product sales
within market economy.
Pricing at the level of producer consists of specific educational service pricing, proceeding
from its production cost and obtaining a certain benefit taking into account market conditions.
There are five main approaches and peculiarities of pricing at service market (Wright, 2015;
Inklaar, 2014):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cost approach
Approach based on sales income
Approach based on parametrical methods of pricing
Market pricing approach
Approach based on methods of psychological pricing

There are results of the main methods of pricing comparative analysis based on abovementioned approaches in the Table 1.
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Table 1: Merits and demerits of training pricing methods
Method type

Merits

Demerits

Cost approach
 Guarantee of ensuring full coverage
of all costs and obtaining planned profit
 An opportunity to set price limits

Total cost

Direct (marginal) cost

 An opportunity to set price limits
 It is easy to justify a price reduction
 Calculation of variable costs relies
on more reliable information

 The sum of constant overhead costs
carried on prime cost is overestimated
 Often some types of intangible assets
aren't considered
 It is static (doesn't consider future
expectations, doesn't consider
profitability level)
 Risks are not considered

Approach based on sales income
 An opportunity to consider the longterm prospects of higher education
institution development
 An opportunity to consider the
strategic prospects of higher education
institution activity
 An opportunity to consider risks
Approach based on parametrical methods of pricing

 Difficulties in definition of a
capitalization rate
 Need of the capitalized size
adjustments
 Risk when forecasting the income
 Difficulty in definition of a discount
rate

Specific price approach

Comparison with the competing higher
education institutions

Expert method

 Receiving quantitative estimates when
the absence of statistical data
 Qualified solution of a pricing matter
 Speed in obtaining results

 The opinion of buyers on parameter
importance is not considered
 Only one service parameter is
considered
 Supply and demand are completely
ignored.
 Reliability of research results are
depended on expert competence
 Subjectivity
 Labour input within collection of
information
 Increase in parameters conducts a
serious complication for price
dependence coefficients calculations
 Price can be too high or too low in
comparison with competitors and their
prices.

Sales income approach

Correlation
regression analysis

and

 Revealing existing dependence
between change in price and change of
technical and economic service
parameters.
 Estimating coefficients more
precisely, excluding partially the
subjectivity

Market pricing approach
Service
approach

importance 

Consumer perceptions of a service
importance (not cost) estimation is
taking into account
Receiving necessary financial result at
the minimum expenses of financial
means

Tender pricing

 Awareness and qualification of
consumers are insufficient
 Service can be sold at the lower price
than expenses
 The difficulty of services
introduction at higher price, than at
competitors

Approach based on methods of psychological pricing
Method
division

of

prices

Method of price gifts

Complicated calculations and
investments are not required
Complicated calculations and
investments are not required

Source: Own results
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Program-target approach of pricing
Critical analysis of the formal data flows connected with educational services export has
provided us with the overall quantitative and qualitative vision of a university`s activity plan
preparation with the preliminary contract price calculations and, as a result, with a contract
preparation on the basis of that price (Figure 1).
Besides the official data, the experts` opinion of economists and managers working on
marketing within dynamics, logics and organized sequence in the process of establishing the
international contacts and educational services export has been taken into account during the
analysis fulfillment (Rist, 2016; Strielkowski, 2013; Kirkwood, 2013).
That data, according to the experts` opinion, serves both as initial and final stages for the
approximate (extended) choice of concrete aim (aims) and plan primary target definition for a
coming period (periods) or within targeted international contracts (according to preliminary
contracts drafts).
Figure 1: Algorithm of educational services export activation
Expert examination

Analysis

Estimation (anticipation)

Aims and objectives (synthesis)
Plan options

One-year

Two-year

Three-year

Etc.

Criteria optimum
The price
Formation of the target comprehensive program (Program variations)

1

2

3

4

Figure 1.Preparation,
Algorithm coordination
of the directions
and
andformation
approval of
theways
planof
Source: Own results
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The criteria optimum of the educational service cost according to the program-target approach
are calculated according to the developed algorithm presented in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Cell chart of the calculations of a contract price on educational services
The beginning of process
Cost accounting on prime cost components and analysis objects
Material expenses
Remuneration of labor and charges
Energy cost
Amortization

Incidental expenses, including costs associated
with the business trips abroad

Other charges

Prime cost
yes

no
Cost limit exceeded

Calculations of profitability
Ы рентабельности
Preliminary price (prices)
no
Agreement on contract price
level

yes
The end of process
Source: Own results
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Conclusions
Special commission consisted of the relevant university`s departments staff develops the
plans projects sketches for the set period (a year, two years or more) according to preliminary
arrangement or under partial agreements being in work process on project coordination.
Variation choice reasonability leans at the same time on a number of tasks, corresponding to
the created principles of a university development strategy:
 synthesis of strategy and purpose (major final task, defined by the necessity and
possibility of knowledge quality improvement, first of all, for the purpose of active
educational services export);
 technical (technological) progress of computer hardware and software products;
 professional ethics and communication culture in educational activities (moral
environment, speech culture, second-language skills, etc.);
 maximum cost advantage (financial result).
The best option of the target program and the adopted project plan have to correspond to the
synthesis of tasks, the time factor, available financial resources (first of all, for the innovative
program those will be finances for the purchase of equipment for the educational process),
and also remuneration of professor staff labor. Any critical reason for the variation choice is a
contract price corresponded to a university`s outlay parameters and sufficient for obtaining
the desired profit (income) on educational services export.
In case of chosen actions variation approval, the same commission or employees of university
relevant services develop more general target comprehensive program for a long period of
time (estimation of the purpose, task and further ways of university development). In any
case, all further plans and assumptions are based on an optimal price satisfying interests of
contracting parties within the matter of educational services export.
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